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Slaughterhouse
The perfect book for anyone with a Netflix account and a library card. "Smart,
sharp, and hilarious, Slaughterhouse 90210 is the perfect pick-me-up and neverput-me-down book." - Jami Attenburg, bestselling author of The Middlesteins
Slaughterhouse 90210 pairs literature's greatest lines with pop culture's best
moments. In 2009, Maris Kreizman wanted to combine her fierce love for pop
culture with a lifelong passion for reading, and so the blog Slaughterhouse 90210
was born. By matching poignant passages from literature with popular moments
from television, film, and real life, Maris' work instantly caught the attention (and
adoration) of thousands. And it's easy to see why. Slaughterhouse 90210 is
subversively brilliant, finding the depth in the shallows of reality television, and
the levity in Lahiri. A picture of Taylor Swift is paired with Joan Didion's quote,
"Above all, she is the girl who 'feels things'. The girl ever wounded, ever young."
Tony Soprano tenderly hugs his teenage son, accompanied by a line from
Middlemarchabout, "The patches of hardness and tenderness [that] lie side by
side in men's dispositions." The images and quotes complement and deepen one
another in surprising, profound, and tender ways. With over 150 color
photographs from some of popular culture's most iconic moments, Kreizman
shows why comparing Walter White to Faust makes sense in our celebrity
obsessed, tv crazed society.
A STUNNING PHOTO DOCUMENTARY IN BLACK AND WHITE OF THE
STRUGGLES AND JOYS OF ORPHANS IN BANGKOK'S SLAUGHTERHOUSE
DISTRICT.
A special fiftieth anniversary edition of Kurt Vonnegut’s masterpiece, “a
desperate, painfully honest attempt to confront the monstrous crimes of the
twentieth century” (Time), featuring a new introduction by Kevin Powers, author
of the National Book Award finalist The Yellow Birds Selected by the Modern
Library as one of the 100 best novels of all time Slaughterhouse-Five, an
American classic, is one of the world’s great antiwar books. Centering on the
infamous World War II firebombing of Dresden, the novel is the result of what
Kurt Vonnegut described as a twenty-three-year struggle to write a book about
what he had witnessed as an American prisoner of war. It combines historical
fiction, science fiction, autobiography, and satire in an account of the life of Billy
Pilgrim, a barber’s son turned draftee turned optometrist turned alien abductee.
As Vonnegut had, Billy experiences the destruction of Dresden as a POW. Unlike
Vonnegut, he experiences time travel, or coming “unstuck in time.” An instant
bestseller, Slaughterhouse-Five made Kurt Vonnegut a cult hero in American
literature, a reputation that only strengthened over time, despite his being banned
and censored by some libraries and schools for content and language. But it was
precisely those elements of Vonnegut’s writing—the political edginess, the genrebending inventiveness, the frank violence, the transgressive wit—that have
inspired generations of readers not just to look differently at the world around
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them but to find the confidence to say something about it. Authors as wideranging as Norman Mailer, John Irving, Michael Crichton, Tim O’Brien, Margaret
Atwood, Elizabeth Strout, David Sedaris, Jennifer Egan, and J. K. Rowling have
all found inspiration in Vonnegut’s words. Jonathan Safran Foer has described
Vonnegut as “the kind of writer who made people—young people especially—want
to write.” George Saunders has declared Vonnegut to be “the great, urgent,
passionate American writer of our century, who offers us . . . a model of the kind
of compassionate thinking that might yet save us from ourselves.” Fifty years
after its initial publication at the height of the Vietnam War, Vonnegut's portrayal
of political disillusionment, PTSD, and postwar anxiety feels as relevant, darkly
humorous, and profoundly affecting as ever, an enduring beacon through our
own era’s uncertainties. “Poignant and hilarious, threaded with compassion and,
behind everything, the cataract of a thundering moral statement.”—The Boston
Globe
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Seminar paper from the year 2002 in the subject American Studies - Literature,
grade: A (deutsch:1), International University in Germany Bruchsal (Department
of Sciences and Liberal Arts), 9 entries in the bibliography, language: English,
abstract: Introduction Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. is considered one of the greatest
American authors ever. He wrote about 30 novels, an uncounted number of shortstories and a few essays and plays. His most successful novel, SlaughterhouseFive or The Childrens? Crusade, a Duty Dance with Death, was his sixth book
and published in 1969. This research paper will focus on the connection between
Billy Pilgrim, the main character of Slaughterhouse-Five, and the life of Kurt
Vonnegut. Furthermore, it will make use of this connection in order to suggest
why Kurt Vonnegut wrote this book. Pilgrim, who is an American World War II
veteran and survived the allied air raid on Dresden in early 1945, strikes the
reader as a very eccentric person. He believes that he "has come unstuck in
time" (Vonnegut, 1991, p.23) and time travels to his childhood, to his wedding, to
the Battle of the Bulge and to the air raid. But not only that he has lost control
over the temporal aspects of his life, he furthermore believes that he has been
kidnapped by aliens from the planet Tralfamadore and taken to their world as an
exhibit in a terrarium. In order to point out the close relationship between the
author and the main character I will subdivide this paper into several sections,
shortly giving information about the author?s biography and providing a quick
summary of Slaughterhouse-Five. This information has to be considered and
related in order to understand Vonnegut?s motivation for writing this novel. It is
vital to realize that Pilgrim is Vonnegut and that whatever Pilgrim feels is what
Vonnegut experienced in his life.
"Prisoner of war, optometrist, time-traveller - these are the life roles of Billy
Pilgrim, hero of this miraculously moving, bitter and funny story of innocence
faced with apocalypse. Slaughterhouse 5 is one of the world's great anti-war
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books. Centring on the infamous fire-bombing of Dresden in the Second World
War, Billy Pilgrim's odyssey through time reflects the journey of our own fractured
lives as we search for meaning in what we are afraid to know."
Welcome to the Deadworld! Before there was The Walking Dead, there was
Deadworld. THIS ISSUE: In this self-contained story arc, humans find
themselves trapped in a world of the walking dead and the living who will do
anything to survive. The promise of Safe Haven reveals a much darker and
sinister purpose, when victims find themselves in a medical facility which will stop
at nothing to combat the zombie plague. In an effort to solve the growing plague,
researchers try a scientific approach to save mankind---humans as guinea pigs!
Natural diseases such as leprosy, AIDS, and cancer are used to infect the
zombies. Survivors find that the greatest horror may not be the zombies but other
humans. To the unfortunate, Safe Haven becomes known as the
Slaughterhouse. Note that although Slaughterhouse is meant to stand on is own,
it follows "Deadworld: Requiem for the World" and precedes "Deadworld: War of
the Dead" in the Deadworld rebooted series. "Deadworld is amongst the most
essential horror titles of the last twenty years." - Peter Normanton, From the
Tomb Magazine. "The best, in my humble opinion, of the zombie comics..." Thomas E. Sniegoski, writer of Buffy Vampire Slayer and Batman. “Deadworld is
a grand experiment and really has a special place in the history of horror comics."
- Comic Book Therapy. “Merry mordant fun and well worth stalking…" - Now Read
This! “Check out what is undeniably one of the best zombie comics series out
there." - Horror News Network. A Caliber Comics release.
With powerful descriptions reminiscent of Upton Sinclair's masterpiece "The
Jungle", this book takes a shocking, frightening look at where our beef, poultry,
and pork are "mass-produced". Photos.
Seminar paper from the year 2003 in the subject American Studies - Literature,
grade: 2,3 (B), University of Stuttgart (American Studies), course: Postmodern
Fiction, 13 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: Constructing
Slaughterhouse-Five is a close reading of Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse-Five.
It puts a special focus on the aspects of time and temporal structure in relation to
the novel form and its narrative structure in relation to the protagonist Billy
Pilgrim's personal trauma, his war experience and his time travelling in relation to
the alternative model of time of the Tralfamadorians. Thus, it concentrates on the
postmodernist criticism of an uncritical believe in linear time, teleology and
progression as also represented in the form of linear narratives.
Photojournalist Joseph James is saved from the jaws of a grizzly by an old man
in the mountains of Montana. The man calls himself Truman Struck, and he
seems relieved to meet Joseph. Truman has a story to tell, and who better to tell
than a journalist? Back in Truman’s cabin, the story begins, and Joseph can
hardly believe what he hears. As a young man, Truman was sentenced to a
Montana prison for driving under the influence. Because of his background in
science, he is chosen to assist GED teacher Laura Whitherby. He enjoys working
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with Laura, but he is haunted both by strange dreams and by a building outside
his barred window that used to be a slaughterhouse. Soon, with the help of
Native American inmate Medicine Horse, Truman learns of an ancient prophecy
that involves a link between Laura and himself. Their ancestral histories
intertwine, and together they have been chosen to fight a dark force known as I
LIVE that hides beneath the nearby mountain. Supernatural foes stand in their
way, though, as the Dark One seeks Truman’s death. How can two mere
humans battle monsters of the spirit realm? The Prophecy holds the key, and
journalist Joseph James is about to learn the true power of darkness.
Presents a collection of critical essays about Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughterhousefive.
REA's MAXnotes for Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s Slaughterhouse-Five MAXnotes offer a
fresh look at masterpieces of literature, presented in a lively and interesting
fashion. Written by literary experts who currently teach the subject, MAXnotes will
enhance your understanding and enjoyment of the work. MAXnotes are designed
to stimulate independent thought about the literary work by raising various issues
and thought-provoking ideas and questions. MAXnotes cover the essentials of
what one should know about each work, including an overall summary, character
lists, an explanation and discussion of the plot, the work's historical context,
illustrations to convey the mood of the work, and a biography of the author. Each
section of the work is individually summarized and analyzed, and has study
questions and answers.
On the South Side to tour the Union Stock Yard, people got a firsthand look at
Chicago's industrial prowess as they witnessed cattle, hogs, and sheep
disassembled with breathtaking efficiency. At their height, the kill floors employed
50,000 workers and processed six hundred animals an hour, an astonishing
spectacle of industrialized death. Pacyga chronicles the rise and fall of an
industrial district that, for better or worse, served as the public face of Chicago for
decades. He takes readers through the packinghouses as only an insider can,
covering the rough and toxic life inside the plants and their lasting effects on the
world outside. He shows how the yards shaped the surrounding neighborhoods;
looks at the Yard's sometimes volatile role in the city's race and labor relations;
and traces its decades of mechanized innovations.
As a young man and a prisoner of war, Kurt Vonnegut witnessed the 1945 Allied
fire-bombing of Dresden in Germany, which reduced the once proudly beautiful
city to rubble and claimed the lives of thousands of its citizens. For many years,
Vonnegut tried to write about Dresden by the words would not come. When he
did write about it, he combined his trademark humour, unfettered imagination,
boundless humanity and keen sense of irony to create one of the most powerful
anti-war books ever written. Fifty years on from first publication, Slaughterhouse
Five remains unique in its wild storytelling, its powerful delivery of unavoidable
truths, and its alchemy of love and tragedy. -- from jacket.
Few novels have shown the horrors of war like Kurt Vonnegut's SlaughterhousePage 4/10
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Five. With this new guide, you will have an even greater understanding of the
book. Included in this guide: a biography of author Kurt Vonnegut, a look at the
novel's context, its literary elements, detailed chapter summaries, analysis, and
suggestions for essays. This is the definitive guide to Slaughterhouse-Five,
concise, easy to understand, and guaranteed to add to your enjoyment of this
classic story.
Historians consider the Battle of Rzhev "one of the bloodiest in the history of the
Great Patriotic War" and "Zhukov's greatest defeat". Veterans called this colossal
battle, which continued for a total of 15 months, "the Rzhev slaughterhouse" or
"the Massacre", while the German generals named this city "the cornerstone of
the Eastern Front" and "the gateway to Berlin". By their territorial scale, number
of participating troops, length and casualties, the military operations in the area of
the Rzhev - Viaz'ma salient are not only comparable to the Stalingrad battle, but
to a great extent surpass it. The total losses of the Red Army around Rzhev
amounted to 2,000,000 men; the Wehrmacht's total losses are still unknown
precisely to the present day. Why was one of the greatest battles of the Second
World War consigned to oblivion in the Soviet Union? Why were the forces of the
German Army Group Center in the Rzhev - Viaz'ma salient not encircled and
destroyed? Whose fault is it that the German forces were able to withdraw from a
pocket that was never fully sealed? Indeed, are there justifications for blaming
this "lost victory" on G.K. Zhukov? In this book, which has been recognized in
Russia as one of the best domestic studies of the Rzhev battle, answers to all
these questions have been given. The author, Svetlana Gerasimova, has lived
and worked amidst the still extant signs of this colossal battle, the tens of
thousands of unmarked graves and the now silent bunkers and pillboxes, and
has dedicated herself to the study of its history. Svetlana Aleksandrovna
Gerasimova is a historian and museum official. After graduating from Leningrad
State University with a history degree, she worked in the Urals as a middle
school history teacher, before moving to Tver, where she taught a number of
courses in history and local history, and about museum work and leading
excursions in the Tver' School of Culture. She earned her Ph.D. in history from
Tver State University in 2002. For more than 20 years, S.A. Gerasimova has
been working in the Tver' State Consolidated Museum, and is the creator and cocreator of a many displays and exhibits in the branches of the Museum, and in
municipal and institutional museums of the Tver' Oblast. Recent museum exhibits
that she has created include "The Battle of Rzhev 1942-1943" and "The Fatal
Forties … Toropets District in the Years of the Great Patriotic War." She has led
approximately 20 historical and folklore-ethnographic expeditions in the area of
Tver' Oblast and is the author of numerous articles in such journals as Voprosy
istorii [Questions of History], Voenno-istoricheskii arkhiv [Military History Archive],
Voenno-istoricheskii zhurnal [Journal of Military History] and Zhivaia starina [The
Living Past], and of other publications. In 2009, she served as a featured
consultant to a Russian NTV television documentary about the Battle of Rzhev,
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which quickly became controversial for its very frank discussion of the campaign.
Stuart Britton is a freelance translator and editor residing in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
He has been responsible for making a growing number of Russian titles available
to readers of the English language, consisting primarily of memoirs by Red Army
veterans and recent historical research concerning the Eastern Front of the
Second World War and Soviet air operations in the Korean War. Notable recent
titles include Valeriy Zamulin's award-winning 'Demolishing the Myth: The Tank
Battle at Prokhorovka, Kursk, July 1943: An Operational Narrative ' (Helion,
2011), Boris Gorbachevsky's 'Through the Maelstrom: A Red Army Soldier's War
on the Eastern Front 1942-45' (University Press of Kansas, 2008) and Yuri
Sutiagin's and Igor Seidov's 'MiG Menace Over Korea: The Story of Soviet
Fighter Ace Nikolai Sutiagin' (Pen & Sword Aviation, 2009). Future books will
include Svetlana Gerasimova's analysis of the prolonged and savage fighting
against Army Group Center in 1942-43 to liberate the city of Rzhev, and more of
Igor Seidov's studies of the Soviet side of the air war in Korea, 1951-1953.
Discusses the characters, plot and writing of Slaughterhouse-five by Kurt
Vonnegut. Includes critical essays on the novel and a brief biography of the
author.
Meat inspection, meat hygiene and official control tasks in theslaughterhouse
have always been of major importance in the meatindustry, and are intimately
related with animal diseases andanimal welfare. The history of meat inspection
has largelybeen a success story. Huge steps have been taken over more than
acentury to prevent the transmission of pathogenic organisms andcontagious
diseases from animals to humans. Various factors influence the quality and
safety of meat including publichealth hazards (zoonotic pathogens, chemical
substances andveterinary drugs), animal health and welfare issues
duringtransport and slaughter. Meat inspection is one of the most important
programs in improvingfood safety, and its scope has enlarged considerably over
the lastdecades. Globalization has affected the complexity of the modernmeat
chain and has provided possibilities for food fraud and unfaircompetition. During
the last two decades many food fraud cases have been reported, which have
caused concern among consumersand the industry. Subsequently meat
inspection is faced with newchallenges. Meat Inspection and Control in the
Slaughterhouse is anup-to-date reference book that responds to these changes
andreflects the continued importance of meat inspection for the foodindustry. The
contributors to this book are all internationalexperts in the areas of meat
inspection and the official controlslimited to slaughterhouses, providing a rare
insight into theinternational meat trade. This book will be of importance
tostudents, professionals and members of the research communityworldwide
who aim to improve standards of meat inspectionprocedures and food safety.
Welcome to the Deadworld! Before there was The Walking Dead, there was
Deadworld. In this self-contained story arc, humans find themselves trapped in a
world of the walking dead and the living who will do anything to survive. The
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promise of Safe Haven reveals a much darker and sinister purpose, when victims
find themselves in a medical facility which will stop at nothing to combat the
zombie plague. In an effort to solve the growing plague, researchers try a
scientific approach to save mankind---humans as guinea pigs! Natural diseases
such as leprosy, AIDS, and cancer are used to infect the zombies. Survivors find
that the greatest horror may not be the zombies but other humans. To the
unfortunate, Safe Haven becomes known as the Slaughterhouse. Collects comic
issues 1-4. Note that although Slaughterhouse is meant to stand on is own, it
follows "Deadworld: Requiem for the World" and precedes "Deadworld: War of
the Dead" in the Deadworld graphic novel series. "Deadworld is amongst the
most essential horror titles of the last twenty years." - Peter Normanton, From the
Tomb Magazine. "The best, in my humble opinion, of the zombie comics..." Thomas E. Sniegoski, writer of Buffy Vampire Slayer and Batman. “Deadworld is
a grand experiment and really has a special place in the history of horror comics."
- Comic Book Therapy. “Merry mordant fun and well worth stalking…" - Now Read
This! “Check out what is undeniably one of the best zombie comics series out
there." - Horror News Network. A Caliber Comics release.
Looks at censorship in American schools and libraries, and includes a section of
the fifty most banned books from 1996 through 2000, including newcomer Harry
Potter.
A Study Guide for Kurt Vonnegut's "Slaughterhouse Five," excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Novels for Students.This concise study guide includes plot summary;
character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context;
suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust
Novels for Students for all of your research needs.
The first-ever graphic novel adaptation of Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse-Five, an
American classic, is one of the world’s great anti-war books. An American classic and
one of the world’s seminal antiwar books, Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse-Five is
faithfully presented in graphic novel form for the first time from Eisner Award-winning
writer Ryan North (How to Invent Everything: A Survival Guide for the Stranded Time
Traveler) and Eisner Award-nominated artist Albert Monteys (Universe!). Listen: Billy
Pilgrim has... ...read Kilgore Trout ...opened a successful optometry business ...built a
loving family ...witnessed the firebombing of Dresden ...traveled to the planet
Tralfamadore ...met Kurt Vonnegut ...come unstuck in time. Billy Pilgrim’s journey is at
once a farcical look at the horror and tragedy of war where children are placed on the
frontlines and die (so it goes), and a moving examination of what it means to be fallibly
human.
100% of all proceeds of the sale of this book will be donated to the Human
Development Fund in Bangkok, Thailand The Reverend Joseph H. Maier, C.Ss.R., is a
Redemptorist priest from the United States. He came to Thailand in 1967 as a
missionary, serving in north Isan and then among the Hmong in Laos. In 1972, he
established the Human Development Foundation in Bangkok's Klong Toey slum, where
he has lived and worked for more than 30 years. Threatened and shot at, the
unwavering priest has over the years become a no-nonsense, street-smart friend to the
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poor, from whom he draws constant inspiration. Father Joe, as he's called, has
established more than thirty schools, five shelters for street kids, and several projects
for women and children with AIDS, working with and against authority, earning enmity
and praise in equal measure. In Welcome to the Bangkok Slaughterhouse, he tells the
heartbreaking and heartwarming stories of the poorest of Thailand's poor, each a gem
guaranteed to bring anger, tears, and joy.
Written in chilling detail, this novel describes the effect of World War I on a small
community in Provence. In some of the most fiercely realistic and horrifying scenes of
war ever recreated in literature, this story evokes the harsh, primitive conditions in the
trenches as well as the loneliness and anxiety experienced by those left at home. The
gradual disintegration of normal life and morals in areas far from the fighting grimly
parallels the wholesale destruction of men, land, and animals at the front.
Discusses the war in Bosnia, the U.N. contingents "standing by" as the genocide
continues, and aid workers risking their lives to help victims
Seminar paper from the year 2008 in the subject American Studies - Literature, grade:
2,3, University of Bamberg (Professur fur Amerikanistik), course: American
Historiographic Metafiction, 10 entries in the bibliography, language: English, comment:
Aus dem Gutachten: "Die [...] Arbeit uberzeugt alles in allem inhaltlich wie
argumentativ. Slaughterhouse-Five wird uberzeugend als historiographic metafiction
analysiert." Ich mochte noch hinzufugen, dass ich in dieser Version alle
Korrekturvorschlage umgesetzt habe und es sich hier um die korregierte Fassung
handelt., abstract: The representation of history depends mainly on the perspective,
attitude and cultural background of the beholder; which at the same time marks the
major flaw of historiography. One topic or event will never be identically described by
two historians, even if they are given the very same materials and sources to work with.
As a consequence, historiography can only try to create an image, as true and original
as possible, but is never able to depict everything that happened as it actually was in its
full scope. So there were and always will be fictional elements and interpretations in the
reports and writings about past events. This assumption leads us to historiographic
metafiction, a style of writing that emerged during the postmodern era. If there is fiction
in scholarly historiography, where is the difference between that and a novel that deals
with history? This term paper will try to give an answer to that question and examine
features and characteristics of historiographic metafiction, which eventually will be
applied to Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse-Five. In postmodern literature and, of
course, especially in historiographic metafiction, authors tried to find new ways of telling
stories and particularly representing history. I will take a closer look at the narrative
frame and especially the concept of time Vonnegut used in the novel. But how is history
represented in Slaughterhouse-Fi"
Billy Pilgrim returns home from the Second World War only to be kidnapped by aliens
from the planet Tralfamadore, who teach him that time is an eternal present.
Slaughterhouse Blues catches up with Bill and Fiona, the chattery and gun-happy antiheroes of A Brutal Bunch of Heartbroken Saps, soon after they’ve escaped the
Rockaway Mob, the criminal enterprise from which Bill “borrowed” several million
dollars. Holed up in Havana, Bill and Fiona know the Mob is coming for them—it’s just a
question of time. But they’re not prepared for who the Mob sends: a pair of assassins
so utterly amoral and demented, their behavior pushes the boundaries of sanity.
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Seriously, what kind of killers pause in mid-hunt to discuss the finer points of thread
count and luxury automobiles? Forced on the run (again), Bill and Fiona will venture
from the crumbling streets of Cuba to the steaming jungles of Nicaragua, and finally
back to the mean streets of New York City. If they want to survive, our fine young
criminals can’t retreat anymore: they’ll need to pull off a massive (and massively
weird) heist—and the loot has some very dark history… Praise for SLAUGHTERHOUSE
BLUES: “Dark, bleak and in-your-face, take-no-prisoners prose, everything you want in
crime fiction.” —Frank Bill author of Donnybrook and Crimes in Southern Indiana
In a shocking and deeply disturbing tour de force, David Rieff, reporting from the Bosnia war
zone and from Western capitals and United Nations headquarters, indicts the West and the
United Nations for standing by and doing nothing to stop the genocide of the Bosnian Muslims.
Slaughterhouse is the definitive explanation of a war that will be remembered as the greatest
failure of Western diplomacy since the 1930s. Bosnia was more than a human tragedy. It was
the emblem of the international community's failure and confusion in the post-Cold War era. In
Bosnia, genocide and ethnic fascism reappeared in Europe for the first time in fifty years. But
there was no will to confront them, either on the part of the United States, Western Europe, or
the United Nations, for which the Bosnian experience was as catastrophic and demoralizing as
Vietnam was for the United States. It is the failure and its implications that Rieff anatomizes in
this unforgiving account of a war that might have been prevented and could have been
stopped.
SlaughterhouseThe Shocking Story of Greed, Neglect, and Inhumane Treatment Inside the
U.S. Meat Industry
A successful socialite's beautiful wife was raped and murdered in her own home -- and Matt
Scudder believes the victim's "grieving" husband was responsible for the outrage. But to prove
it, the haunted p.i. must descend into the depths of New York's sex-for-sale underworld, where
young lives are commodities to be bought, perverted...and destroyed.
This title offers an interdisciplinary look at the rise of the slaughterhouse in 19th-century
Europe and the Americas. Over the course of this period, the factory slaughterhouse replaced
the hand slaughter of animals by individual butchers. A wholly modern invention, the municipal
slaughterhouse was a political response to public concerns.
Shadows of Slaughterhouse Five chronicles the story of 150 American POWs captured in the
Battle of the Bulge and eventually caught up in one of the greatest tragedies of World War
II---the firebombing of Dresden. This collection includes oral histories, previously unpublished
memoirs, and letters from home and from the front that together tell their compelling story in
their own words. From simple hometown beginnings through the awakenings of military life in
basic training, from assignment on the supposed "quiet zone" in Belgium to the unexpected
Battle of the Bulge, from forced march and entrainment to eventual assignment on work details
in Dresden --- the "Florence of the Elbe," to the inferno of Dresden on February 13-14, 1945,
and the gruesome work details to follow, the individual and collective recollections and
reflections of these 150 young men, the men housed in the famed Slaughterhouse Five, reveal
a very personal side of war and the struggle for survival. Yet repatriation did not bring closure
to this chapter of their young lives for like shadows their memories would forever be part of
them. Today more than sixty years after the firebombing of Dresden, the statue of a steer
wishing health and happiness to the citizens of Dresden still stands at the entrance to the
public slaughterhouse, a silent witness to the maelstrom that descended upon Dresden and
this group of 150 American POWs housed within, Now after more than 60 years of silence for
most of these men, Kurt Vonnegut's fellow POWs tell their story of Slaughterhouse Five, in
their words as they saw it --- dog face young soldiers assured that the war was soon to be
over!
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An expanded second edition of SLAUGHTERHOUSE BLUES: THE MEAT AND POULTRY
INDUSTRY IN NORTH AMERICA is now available. The authors, a cultural anthropologist and
a social geographer, draw on three decades of research to present a detailed look at the
modern meat and poultry industry in the United States and Canada. Following chapters on
industrial beef, poultry, and pork production, SLAUGHTERHOUSE BLUES scrutinizes industry
impacts on farmers and ranchers, processing workers, and on the communities that host its
plants. The book details the authors' efforts to help communities plan for and mitigate the
negative consequences of meat and poultry plants as well as community opposition to
confined animal feeding operations. The second edition includes recent research and up-todate information on industry and consumer trends. A new chapter, Is Meat Murder? examines
the growing public concern with animal rights and animal welfare. The book concludes with a
look at the health and social consequences of the present system of meat production before
exploring alternatives to North America's model of industrialized meat. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
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